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Short text explaining how to order

A few quite small artistic pictures of ies positioned on page as llers.
Also a picture of a bag of our material unopened to show the logo
on the packaging and hang hole for shops.

We will continue to develop and innovate to bring anglers the best possible materials available. If you have any ideas you would like the team to explore
please get in touch and we will see if its possible.

The FNF team would like to wish all our customers and friends a shtastic 2018 and hope to catch up with some of you on the water.

FNF Ltd is a new company producing quality y tying materials for anglers.

The company is relatively new however the team involved are hugely
experienced anglers boasting multiple international caps. All our products
have been developed and tested on the competition circuit.

As to date FNF-Jelly has been our agship material being described by Total
Flysher magazine as quite possibly the material of 2016. Since launching jelly
the the team have went on to test and develop several other synthetic y tying
materials.

To date our products have been very well received and they are certainly
proving popular with the sh. At present anglers are using it on small
stillwaters, large lakes and river systems.

As a company we will strive to stay on the front foot developing new materials
for you to experiment with while continuing to stock and develop existing 
ffavourites.

In 2018 FNF have committed to sponsoring large competitions such as the
World Bank Masters & Airo Invitational (6 man team). FNF will also support
two 6 man teams, the hugely successful FNF Nymphomaniacs and the new
FNF Falcons. We strongly believe supporting competition angling helps us
develop the best possible materials.

FNF supply to customers and trade alike. If you would like to enquire about a 
ttrade account please drop us an email.
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This material has been developed to provide intensity and movement. We have used the narrowest and thinnest possible materials
to create a blend of opaque and jelly bres. The opaque bre provides strong colour while the jelly uoresces light through the tips
and edges providing a very effective colour combination. The bres have been designed to air while static in the water and close
shut when pulled, this creates a lot of movement in the pattern and one of the reasons its so effective.

The material is mounted on a micro core and is very easy to use. Ideal for those looking for a super intense colour combination.

Colours available:
AApricot, Atomic Yellow, Biscuit, Black, Blushing Sunburst, Fire Prawn, Fl Milk, Hulk, Magma, Marshmallow Pink, Olive, Pale Olive
Prawn, Safety Orange, Shocking Pink, Sunburst Orange, Zest. 2m per pack.

Block Jelly
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This is a 10mm translucent fritz originally designed as a synthetic muddler head. It offers some large benets over deer hair as it
won't lose colour through the day, brighter colour options and most importantly easy to use. Add a little muclin oil to the material
and it will become very buoyant.

Tied in the head of lures it will really push water creating interest from sh.

We are also using Bush Baby to create fantastic small egg patterns and blobs. The translucent effect creates a great y.

Colours available:
AAtomic Yellow, Black Jack, Blushing Sunburst, Cat Green, Cheese, Dark Claret, Egg White, Hot Coral, Hulk, Magma, Marshmallow Pink,
Olive, Pellet, Prawn, Safety Orange, Shocking Pink, Zest. 2m per pack.

Bush Baby
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This material is a soft rubbery chenille ideal for bodies and chewing gum worms. The soft material is mounted on a nano core
so it can be easily stripped off to tie in. The gum is buoyant so when tied in to ies it will slow down their sink rate. This has
proven very deadly when creating worm patterns. The y sinks very slowly holding in the kill box for longer. Tie in a bead if you
want to sh it under an indicator.

The material has a soft curl to it so any movement will kick life into the worm as the curl opens out and then returns. The chewing
gum material is very lumpy giving it a more life like appearance.

CColours available:
Biscuit, Black Jack, Brandling Worm, Brilliant White, Caddis Brown, Cheese, Coral, Dark Olive, Fl Red, Golden Olive, Hulk, Marshmallow
Pink, Mustard, Pumpkin, Sweetcorn, Watermelon. 2m per pack.

Chewing Gum Worm (3mm)
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As the name would suggest this Colossus material is a large dense fritz for maximum impact. The bre is 16mm long and denser
than standard 15mm, giving blobs a larger prole to push more water. This fritz is perfect for tying two tone blobs along with
giving boobies a fuller body, perfect for shing on deep lines. 

We know this material works exceptionally well for recently stocked sh, and is especially effective on the reservoirs of North
England.

Colours available:
AAtomic Yellow, Biscuit, Blushing Sunburst, Coral, Fire Coral, Fire Pink, Hulk, Marshmallow Pink, Mellow Yellow, Melon, Prawn, 
Safety Orange, Shocking Pink, Zest. 2m per pack.

Colossus
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This is the new Daphnia Fritz produced and developed solely by FNF. This material will give you a completely new style of blob
or egg pattern, and more recently we’ve seen the  advantages of Daphnia being used on baitsh patterns. 

The material is very dense and only takes approx 5 turns to ll a size 8 FNF blob hook. Wide gape hooks are required in
conjunction so as not to mask the hook point. The translucency of the material will allow other colours and beads to blead
through and also takes Pantone pen well to create great looking fry patterns. The completely translucent bre is bonded to a
micro core for easy tying. 

CColours available:
Atomic Yellow, Black Jack, Blushing Sunburst, Competition Pink, Coral, Egg White, Flesh, Grafham Shrimp, Hulk, Magma,
Marshmallow Pink, Mellow Yellow, Melon, Olive, Pellet, Pink 8, Pink Core Biscuit, Prawn, Rutland Snail, Safety Orange, Zest.
1m per pack.

Daphnia
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Our Jelly15 is the ideal material for tying blobs, boobies and FABs. The nature of the Jelly material allows light and colours to pass
through, perfect for tying two or three tone patterns.

Advances in technology and materials have allowed us to take our award winning Jelly and improve it. We have given the material
more movement and twice the uorescence which leads to - what every angler wants - is brighter colours. The new Jelly is softer
in the sh mouth and has more translucency, ideal or tying two or even three colour blobs! Although improved, Jelly15 still keeps
all the all the great qualities of original Jelly Fritz. a micro core, easy to use etc. This is the most technically advanced material available.

Colours available:
Atomic Yellow, Biscuit, Black Jack, Blushing Sunburst, Competition Pink, Coral, Ellerdine Olive, Fire Coral, Fire Pink, Fire Prawn,
FL Milk, Flesh, Golden Olive, Hulk, Magma, Marshmallow Pink, Melon, Orange Sunburst, Pale Olive, Pellet, Plum, Prawn, Rutland Red,
Safety Orange, Shocking Pink, Watermelon, Zest. 2m per pack.

Jelly (15mm)
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We have designed a 10mm Jelly fritz that shares all the qualities of its big brother (15mm). When the sh start to become
pressurised its time to move down in y size. Turn those follows into lock-ups using the smaller Jelly10!

Advances in technology and materials have allowed us to take our award winning Jelly and improve it. We have given the material
more movement and twice the uorescence which leads to - what every angler wants - is brighter colours. The new Jelly is softer
in the sh mouth and has more translucency, ideal or tying two or even three colour blobs! Although improved, Jelly10 still keeps
all the all the great qualities of original Jelly Fritz. a micro core, easy to use etc. This is the most technically advanced material available.

Colours available:
Atomic Yellow, Biscuit, Black Jack, Blushing Sunburst, Competition Pink, Coral, Ellerdine Olive, Fire Coral, Fire Pink, Fire Prawn, FL Milk,
Flesh, Hulk, Magma, Marshmallow Pink, Melon, Orange Sunburst, Pale Olive, Pellet, Plum, Prawn, Safety Orange, Shocking Pink, Zest.
2m per pack.

Jelly (10mm)
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Our Jumbo Chewing Gum is a synthetic material designed primarily for worm patterns however it has many different uses, for
example, shrimp and caddis bodies. We have taken the already very successful 3mm Chewing Gum and beefed it up to really
grab the attention in the water. Testing this product was very exciting and quickly found favor with some of Britain’s best match
bank anglers. Try a worm pattern and sh it under an indicator for loads of fun!

Jumbo Chewing Gum has a micro core making it easy to tie with, it is also a strong resilient material. This product is not made
through an extruded process making it legal for certain competitions.

CColours available:
Amber, Black, Caddis Brown, Cheese, FL Milk, Hot Pink, Hulk, Marshmallow Pink, Olive, Prawn, Red, Sweetcorn, Tangerine, Zest.
2m per pack.

Jumbo Chewing Gum Worm (6mm)
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We introduced the micro Jelly after many anglers asked for a fritz with a shorter bre to use on booby bodies. After introducing
a 6mm micro Jelly it soon become a favourite among still water anglers alike providing a short bre that was perfect for tying
jelly tots (micro blobs), small FAB’s and boobies for all sizes. Micro Jelly has all the same characteristics as its big brother (Jelly15)
but allows the tyer to use smaller hooks with smaller gapes for added strength. 

Colours available:
Atomic Yellow, Black Jack, Blushing Sunburst, Cat Green, Dark Claret, Ellerdine Olive, Fire Coral, Fire Pink, Golden Olive, Hulk, Magma,
MMarshmallow Pink, Pale Olive, Pellet, Prawn, Safety Orange, Shocking Pink, Watermelon. 2m per pack.

Micro Jelly (6mm)
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Milkshake Jelly
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Our Standard 15 is a beautiful soft boosted fritz, the material is bonded and mounted on a micro core that makes it extremely
easy to use. It also sits very well on the hook, with each turn ensure to pull the strands of fritz back to create space for the next.

Standard 15 will create beautiful soft in the mouth patterns and is very widely used by competition anglers for a ‘mouthful’ blob. 

Colours available:
Atomic Yellow, Aztec Yellow, Biscuit, Blushing Sunburst, Coral, Hulk, Marshmallow Pink, Melon, Safety Orange, Shocking Pink.
2m per pack.

Standard15
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This 15mm UV fritz has all the same features that make its sister Jelly fritz so successful. The only difference is we have inluded a
micro thin UV rbre that shines through the translucent Jelly bres. The effect you get is stunning and proven very popular with
the sh, and anglers. This UV jelly sometimes comes very much into its own in bright conditions and coloured or peaty water.

Many top competition anglers use this fritz at the back end of a two tone blob or FAB - The extra light that shines through the UV
allows the front materal to ‘POP’ in the sun, often irresistible to trout.

Colours available:
AAtomic Yellow, Biscuit, Black Jack, Blushing Sunburst, Dark Claret, Fire Coral, Fire Pink, FL Milk, Hulk, Marshmallow Pink, Melon, Prawn,
Red, Safety Orange, Shocking Pink, Zest. 2m per pack.

UV Jelly
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Want to place an order?

Connect

Packaging
Our crystal clear FNF branded packaging is
perfect for a shop display with each and

every packet featuring hang holes, easy-read 
colour coded labels and adhesive closures.
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